
  
                                                     
 

 
WSCA NASPO contract B27172 – Panasonic Band 6 Bundle offering 
 
 
Bundle Title: Toughbook 52 Configuration Server Arb 1.5 Bundle 
 
Bundle SKU: CF-WSCA-52GF-ARB1.5 
 
 
Base PC (type, model # and general specifications – including options): 
(CF-52GFPBXAM) - Vista COA, Intel Core 2 Duo P8400 2.26GHz (Centrino2 
vPRO), 15.4" WXGA, 160GB, 4GB(2+2), WinXP, Intel WiFi a/b/g/n, Multi-drive, 
No Bluetooth. 
 
Peripheral Offered (what it does, how it connects to and is controlled by 
the PC): Toughbook Arbitrator -a rugged revolution in law enforcement video 
capture. The Toughbook® Arbitrator is a rugged and durable mobile digital 
video system that can be used with a Toughbook computer. It is specifically 
engineered to excel in the demanding environments law enforcement 
personnel face every day. Built with legendary Toughbook reliability, this 
fully-integrated system offers unparalleled video capture, storage, transfer 
and is designed to work with back-end software for seamless video 
management, including archiving and retrieving. The Arbitrator operates in 
real-time and offers comprehensive configuration capabilities to meet the 
operational and evidentiary capture needs of public safety and law 
enforcement operations. The Arbitrator Kit offered is specified as follows:   
 
This bundle configuration Arbitrator Kit SKU / Description: (ARBTR-KIT-
SI) Arbitrator MK1.5 Main unit w/GPS, front camera, in-car mic & wireless 
digital mic, 16GB P2 card, software SI/Mini SI/CMS.       
 
(CF-SVCARB2AMA1Y): Arbitrator Software Maintenance Agreement - 1 Year 
per VPU - Toughbook Arbitrator’s Annual Support and Maintenance 
Agreement is designed to enhance your organization’s experience with our 
SafeServ and CommandR™ software products. Panasonic’s Agreement 
provides unlimited phone, email, and online chat access to our technical 
support team, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Software updates and 
upgrades are provided at no charge. The Toughbook Arbitrator Annual 
Support and Maintenance Agreement is a sound investment because it 
provides software upgrade protection for your organization. Your 
organization’s representatives will have direct access to our technical support 
team for troubleshooting Arbitrator hardware and software operational issues. 
Software fixes, updates and upgrades will be provided electronically during 
the term of the agreement. Hardware repair will be performed via Priority 
Exchange of a qualified system component or by our National Service Center 



  
                                                     
 

as outlined in our Standard Warranty. Please refer to the warranty sheet 
provided with each Arbitrator for more detailed information. Our agreement 
provides your organization with the fastest issue resolution time because your 
users will be working directly with Panasonic experts. Panasonic will provide 
software updates to your organization while covered under an active 
agreement. Additionally, we will be here to support your organization as 
operational issues change your internal requirements whether that is adding a 
server or moving to a new location. 
 
Software/Application (what it does, how it controls the peripheral and 
PC): The Arbitrator software applications control the integrated functions of 
the Arbitrator camera system when installed in public safety vehicles. 
 
Warranty:  Standard 3 year warranty for Toughbook & Arbitrator as well as 
the 1 Year Arbitrator Maintenance. 
 
 
Pricing Data:   MSRP   WSCA % Discount 
 
Package Price:   $7,784.00   $6,811.08       12.5% 
 
 

 


